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(57) Abstract

An ultrasonic probe (10) for measuring the depth

of detachment between a tooth (30) and the tooth *s

supporting tissue includes a probe head (12) having an

ultrasonic transducer (35). An incident acoustic wave

pulse (50) is transmitted through a coupling medium

at a critical angle of incidence for refraction at the

interface between the coupling medium and the tooth

surface (29, 31) to effect modal conversion to a surface

acoustic wave pulse along the surface of the tooth

(30). The critical angle of incidence is established

by means of an angular setting of the ultrasonic

transducer (35) in the probe head (12), a combination

of the aforementioned angular setting with the ability

to rock the probe head (12) to find the critical angle of

incidence, and/or a phased array implementation. The

disclosure also includes an algorithm for determining

the depth of detachment based on the time lapse

between transmission and detection of the reflection

of the acoustic wave pulses.
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SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE PERIODONTAL PROBE AND

METHOD OF DETECTING PERIODONTAL DISEASE

This application claims the benefit of provisional application serial

number 60/084,744 filed on May 8, 1998 and provisional application serial number

60/093,931 filed on July 23, 1998 both entitled "SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE

PERIODONTAL PROBE".

Technical Field

This disclosure relates to diagnostic probes and methods of

incorporating diagnostic probes for detecting periodontal disease. More particularly,

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

the present disclosure relates to a noninvasive diagnostic probe which emits and

analyzes surface acoustic waves to detect and diagnose periodontal disease.

Description of Rented Art

•pi

Th^ instmme^ herearv-Ts directed to the non-

invasive detection and measurement;of periodontal diseasfe by means of measuring

the depth ofdetachment of a tooth from its. supporting tissue or cementum. Since the

crown of a tooth comprises eriamdl and the root of a tooth comprises dentin, the

acoustic impedances of these various tooth elements differ.

1
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Firom the cementoenamel junction (a well defined boundary between

the crown and the root) down towards the root, the tooth, under healthy conditions, is

attached to' supporting tissue by cementum. • In the presence of periodontal disease,

a portion of the root is detached from the supporting tissue thus forming a gap from

the crown and root boundary downwardly into the gum. The depth and width of the

gap differs depending on the extent of disease progression.

Patent No. 5,100,318, -entitled' "ULTRASONIC METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR'MEASURiNG THE PERIODONTAL POCKET" discloses a dental

instrument which' impinges an acoustic wave onto the gum surface adjacent to the

tooth to be interrogated which creates a longitudinal compression wave well known in

ultrasound imaging. However; it is not possible to measure a periodontal gap, i.e.,

periodontal disease; unless the gap between the tooth and the detached adjacent

supporting tissue %re oh- the r order of more than about 1 wavelength of -the

aforementioned longitudinal compression wave which; unfortunately, does not allow

for early detectsotvof a disease' coriditbn , ^ Mdr^over, the disease must progress to

form an appredable"§ap before the instrument detects a diseased: condition.

;f - ,;->, o;
; pQV^ example • M'^ie ^se ? of a^p-Qf ^malle^ dimension (1 wavelength

of the compression*Wave)pe^ of the tooth from its support

tissue with no appreciable gap or pocket, the aforementioned longitudinal

compressional wave would be reflected from tha gum to bone surface without wave

propagation down the gap to detect a separation of the tooth from the surrounding

2
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support tissue. Moreover, the '318 device has no means of stabilizing the angle of

the transmitted ultrasonic wave relative -to-this boundary between the tooth and the

surrounding- tissue duetto, the.factlhat the. angte of.incidence is rarely consistent and

is typically defined by the random.gum configuration of an individual patient which, irv

the case of the '318 patent, would cause unwanted t reflections and inaccurate

readings.- * * - *
-

- {
'

r '*
* : • ^ '

Problems with the *318 patent are further exacerbated by the near

impossibility: of perfectly aligning the axis of transmission of the ultr>asonjp probe head

with the axis of the "periodontal pocket without p^

the periodontal pocket, i.e , the ledge of -the^gum is structured such that in most

cases positioning the: probe for an incklent longitudinal wave which.is cplHnear with a

periodontal pocket Js extremely difficult;-ilfesychjalignjTientas not p^nfect, the reading

will be very inaccurate due : to xeflectionSo.Mo^oygr, jsincerjt4s, knovy^n :
thai_the angle

to produce; a surface acoustic wave on the topthrin rthe case.of the probe hpad,being

rested on the gum, is a function of the longitudinal lacoustipw^
and the surface acousticwave y^toclty^f theKtc^ ledge

defines exactly the > aforementtonedyangte^ 'H
a

given patient, is essentially zero. Thus, the use of the '318 instrument to produce a

surface acoustic:wave on the rsurfacec^f :th£ IoqUm? yery^ifBc^ltcJup^^the sensitivity

of the modal conversioj^to the angJe; ofjncjdenge of the prpbevheajJ., r , , C:
..

Patent- No. 5,755,571,; entitled "DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT

PERIODONTAL STRUCTURES MAPPINQ SYSTEM" discjoses an instrument vyhich

3
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produces a longitudinal acoustic-wave pulse which is transmitted down a water filled

periodontal pocket wherein the depth is measured .by means of the pulse and echo

time of flight. This method still requires that the periodontal pocket have a gap

between the' tooth surface and the detached adjacent supporting structures on the

order of the wavelength of the transmitted wave. If the gap is smaller.(or if there is

simply a detachment of the tooth" from the tissue), this instrument is not capable of

detecting the periodontal disease condition; Further, the '571 instrument is overly

invasive in that a second probe is mechanically inserted beneath the tissue to

establish the position of the cementoenamel junction. This is typically ineffective in

the case where the gap between the tooth and adjacent supporting structure is

smaller than the Width of the second probe. This use of the '571 mechanical probe is

further deleterious for post treatment use since it may impair the healing process by

causing injury arid detachment ofheaiing tissued :

1 —>..'

i

Thusi' fhere:i exists a heed teT develop an instrument and method of

detecting the early stages of periodontal disease, e.g., when only slight separation,

i.e., a non-appreciable gap, has formed between the tooth surface and the

supporting tissue.' ' : ; ; i ^/v / ?
;*..>:.-. to-/

r: : ...j'; .t; :0 > ;^ .,.>-.,>
- SUMMARY — "M -l

v
- •

?

j Wii* i u *; x The instFuniefft arid method disclosed herein includes the generation of

a surface acoustic wave pulse (hereinafter referred to as a "SAW pulse") on a crown

surface of a tooth which propagates towards the root of the tooth. An the case of a

healthy tooth anatomy, the generated SAW pulse' will reflect from the

4
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cementoenamel junction *and crown and root interface with essentially one strong

reflection. This is duelo the absence; of arSurfac6\on which the wave can propagate.

. In the presence oi periodontal disease, the SAW.pulse will strike the ,

crown and root interface jresultirtg in a, transmission component and a reflection

component in proportion with the acoustic impedance mismatch between the enamel

and the dentin and; the angle of>incidence at the interface. -The time of flight of the

reflection portion is? sensed and used as a datum for the measurement.of the depth of

detachment. The transmission portion .continues travelling along-the root surface pf

the tooth until it strikes a point where uthe- tooth . .is -attached to-the
.
support , tissue

where it : is then reflected-;due4o::th.el abrupt ;change in acoustic ; impedance ,at the

attachment point, i This - second reflection . constitutes a time of? -flight^
which is

proportional to the depth of tooth detachi^n^ipfvthe? coptosince.it^e SAVy pt
ul5e has a

fixed velocity depending on the medium in which it propagates. It is envisioned that

due to' boundary conditions,, the -SA\AA, pulse-will lollowNXhe^egularrcontour of the

toothas it propagates. -rMw p ^^.<v ?.-
4

nr!.^i7o .-
* c;-^ i, vi.s*. :: v :

:
<-

Modal conversion from a longitudinal acoustic way§, pulse in \he

matching layer and compliant coupling medium to a SAW pulse propagating along

the surface of the tooth toward th&v.rqpl^a^es place after refraction across the

boundary between the rampliantrCQupltog; medium §nd ^he tqath-surface. The critical

angle of. incidence .to convert the longitudinal acoustic wave:puJse -to 3 SAW pulse is

a function of. theHongitudinal acqqstic -wave velocity of the coupling medium in

contact with the tooth surface and the SAW pulse velocity on the tooth, surface. The

5
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calculation of this angle is welkknown and defined in the literature: [sin(critical

angle)=Vi / Vs] - where Vi is the acbustic^wave velocity of the incident longitudinal

wave in the coupling medium and Vs is the SAW Velbcity'on a tooth surface:

It is also well known that the SAW pulse velocity is a function of

material parameters such as the elastic constant and density of particular materials

and is described in the literature, e.g., Ristic, Principles 6f Acoustic Devices, John

Wiley £nd Sons! Inc., 1983, p.95. The SAW velocity is lower in a medium than the

longitudinal abdustic wave velocity thus- providing the additional benefit of better

resoluiiorf due to a Shorter Wavelength at any given frequency, and allowing a lower

frequency of operation fbrthe minimum required resolution.

An electronic microcontroller controls the transmission of acoustic

pulses by mdans of a - gated oSdllator generator connected to an amplifier

and matching or "otheV"acoustic wave transmitting transducer.

Whdn the^ transrnissibri 61 the "initial acoustic wave pulse is complete,, the

micrdcontrblidr gates tfie lf^isducer to a Receiver which sarhples the transducer at

fixed time increments while storing the samples in progressive memory locations.

The microcontroller then computes the depth of tooth detachment from the

supportingI tisSii£ based on"^ of the reflected

SAW jxilste&. fh& ^aps^-'tinie is direoiy^calculabie from the memory' location or

locations in which the reflection is stored in that each memory location is coincident

with a particular elapsed time after the initial acoustic wave pulse transmission.

6
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It is one object of the present disclosure to provide a non-invasive,

apparatustand method for detecting andAaceurately njeasuring periodontal disease at

its earliest stages . manifested^:by detachment qtth?..tqpth from adjacent supporting

tissue without an appreciable gap or space therebetween heretofore not possible

with the prior-art. v - / / .- ... • v ?
;

A further object qf the invention is to t [
provide- a periodontal probe

capable of generating a ,SAW pulse and detecting its reflection on. the. ,tooto. surface

in a direction of propagation coilinear with the root and supporting tissue Jq

reproduceably and- accurately measure a periodontal disease condition absent the

presence of an appreciable gap
v
.or pocket be^een ,the~ tooth and its supporting

tissue.

\ * A further object qf the invention,- is;;
r
tp-, preside, , a. p/Qbe capably of

ultrasonically measuring, periodontal detgchmentb^ the probe

' head with the tooth surface suqh that a model conversion fipm ;a Iqnnitudinal acoustic

h wave pulse- to a SAW pulse takes: plsic^at the igt^^jc^b
;

e.|ween.th^ probe head and

the tooth surface, avi-^v , . r^j-M-v <a\ ov-;-;-<f eiinv- -.rf^r ? r:v

.Another objectjOf, ^

probe which includes a monitor :fqr,cUspla^jng thQ .depth of^detachment ,of a,tooth

surface from .the , supporting .tissue,, and :
a device,, for

t
. recording

:

the . depth

measurements .with
^
correlation ,tq a~particularctoothL

{;
; :

, - • ^ ...

; 7
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* - BRIEF^DESCRIPTION OP THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a periodontal probe according to the

present disclosure; - ^ : ^ V;- ^ vs<: , .

.

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a probe
(
head

t !
of the periodontal

probe housing ah ultrasonic transducer shown .transmitting, an acoustic wave at the

surface of a tooth through a compliant contact pad to generate, a SAW pulse on the

stitface of the tooth; r
- > — -

7 FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic- representation of the circuitry of the present

disclosure; ^ if
> - <

v -'
•

:
?

"

FIG. 4 is -.ai logic, chart of the algorithm used to detect a periodontal

condition;- 1
/v -ax^ ; ^-

1

-v .

' ' FIG. 5 ^shows= : aoother ^embodiment . of the present disclosure

incorporating a phased array transduce^us?- 1

for; beam steering and discerning an

angle of incidence of a received acoustic wave;

- iri - FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of the phased array transducer

khd driving circuitry;- Usr.if »'.: !.: :l: £i?.->i , : ^ ^; . w. / ,
*

" — : F!GS. 7A antf< 7B are; graphical lustrations oi.the signals which control

and drive 'the phased
r
asYaV transducer; ^ : r '

: : - - / ;.-
:

.

%
:.."> r > . f -figv»8~*kT'^ phased; array and

^ receiving circuitry; ra^ v^r-:!: b;\o^L: n a- ' . v

vFIG. 9 is a graphical illustration > of tha signals used for discerning the

angle onhcideric^ cf the received acoustic wave!

8
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OFTAILED DESCRIPTtONt OFiTHE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

v Turning how to-the* drawings ^in> which like reference numerals identify

similar or identical components throughout several views, there is illustrated an

acoustic wavfe periodontal "probe in accordance with the principles of the present

disclosure 1 generally identified by reference numeral 10. . Probe lO.indudes a probe

head 12 which is preferably made from a rigid polymer material, e.g. f ;
polyetherimide

or ULTEM™ manufactured by Westlake Plastics, and which is attached toa.hendle

14 by way of a pivot 13. In some: cases,: it may be preferable to reiriovably attach

contact pad 40, probe head 12, and/or handle 14 and cable 18 depending upon a

particular purpose, e.g., sterilization;* -It is alsaienvisioned that the probe 10 could be

provided with a profiiaxis which would be discarded after use thus avoiding^hg need

:

for resterilizationr This
1

profilaxia could simply be ^ a ( iAatex or -other disease

impermeable sleeve which fits over thk probe 't03?.:i?vu v v» :* ^.^unq * p -

:-^r>v: :A's:j j:k> .»-vno.=»i f V e^v^l or re

: '
- Handle 14-is attachedrtora;

;
hou5?ing 16-byiway, ofjajcable 18 which

electrically couples the probe head 12 and the internal acojusttc components

contained therein . to ihe electriiratcomponents;m Jwcising; 1©ws |4js envisioned that

probe head 12 generates and transmits a surfa^^acoustic waye pulsion the

tooth surface whiclr is subset (See Fig. 3)

disposed within the housing 16 and displayed on a display g^een.17 :whicji will be

described in more detail with, respect .to= frig, 3. 1 A.foot switch 20 is connected to the

housing 16 by way of a cable 22* which, enables an operator to- selectively and

9
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rcT/ysw/ows}

remotely activate the probe head 12 to.,generate- a .SAW pulse along the
r
,toqth

surface. ;

It is contemplated that the probe head 12 can- be manipulated in the

mouth * of a dental patient by pivoting probe head 12 about handle 14 by means of a

friction pivot 1 3. The: probe head 12 may also be rotated in relation to elongated

handle 14 and held in angular position by friction. The ability to rotate probe head 12

relative to elongated.handled 4 is necessary for proper positioning of the instrument

10 in the mouth of the patient over the entire dental anatomy.

**'*- Turning noyv to Fig , 2 which shows an enlarged view of a tooth 30

attached to the stipp^rting tissue by cementum J

32; : Under healthy conditions, a root

portion 36 of- a tbbth:<30^ is; completely: ?seated within cementum 32. with no

distinguishable s'p^S-fbWrieir between ^theiitooth 30 and the supporting cementum

32. In cbntrast/the'fbrm&\idn of a periodontal pocket or gap, e g.; 38, between the

supporting tissue of the omentum 32 and the tooth 30 (or teeth) is an r indication of

periodontal disease such as periodontosis^ the, degeneration of connective tissue

elements of the periodontal ligament. As mentioned above, the physical limitations of

the prior artldental mStmHients of the past, e.g.,
:

inab;li^ to detect small periodontal

pockets' o3 betweeR-i the Supporting; tissue^of the \cemer;ti!rn 32 wherein the gap

between rthe root vand' adjaceni sirjctiire- is -smaller than a longitudinal, acoustic

wavelength, make it very difficult to'diagnbse ;earty formation of periodontal disease.

Typibally, only during the later stages of the development of the disease, i.e., after

10
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the
1

formation of ah* appreciable pocket 38v do these devices register* a diseased

condition.

As shown in Fig. -2; a contact pad 40 is -attached to the face of the

probe head 12 and,*during operation, is positioned against the crown surface 29 of

the tooth 30 proximate the gurn line. It is contemplated that the probe head 12. can-

be 'manipulated at various
1 angled along foe tooth 30 to establish the critical angle of

incidence. Preferably, contact pad 40 js manufactured from a compliant .material,

e.g., RTV (silicon rubber) along with other well known filler materials, e.g., tungsten

which provides acoustic coupling between a matching layer 42 disposed within the

probe head 12 and the 1 tooth 30 byconforming vSith the Jrregular contour of the crown

surface 29. It is contemplated that the.aforementioned^ contact

pad 40 may be blended sb as tO'prrjyidevb©tb!--antacoustte:imp^ance^which majtcfies

the crown surface 29 to
:

minimize possible reflection; ayid ars acoustic velocity which Js

r:

slower than that of the SAW ipulse.veliocitycon crown surfasec29 ,so that SAW pulses

1

can be generated through' refraction at the.interfac^at.a cntical angle of incidence, 70

Which will be explained in more detail betov/ f c fj :.i. 7 q i:, :ir> : ^ ; :h> ; ;: ,..0: ^

* 1 ' ;
. Preferably; ^ecthiekn^

abuts the crown surface 29^ndrthe)face* of probejhead J;2i is?d^nsiqned :
tp.fllpw

the compliant material vto compress! amJ;txpnformrMt(Vi^to^

surface 29 while also allowing the operator to arc^i.eu, .manipulate, the instrumept 10

(about ten degrees of angularadjustment) such that the critical angle, of incidence 70

for modal conversion can be attained by slight rocking of probe head 12. Preferably,

: 11
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contact pad 40 is removable arid/or'selectively- attachable to the probe head 12, e.g*

,

friction fit, and is designed for a single use.' A backing material 33 is preferably

attached to the transducer 35 to * produce desirable acoustic wave pulse

characteristics.
c

-

" -
•

: "

An ultrasonic transducer 35 is disposed within the probe head 12 and

upon abtivatiori of the footswitch 20 transmits an ultrasonic wave pulse 50 at a

frequency of anywhere between about 3 megahertz to about 25 megahertz giving up

to about !lmrri resolution^ As a result, a SAW pulse 50
f

is generated and propagates

along the surface 29' of af crown 34 of t66th : 30 until it strikes an interface point 39

between the crown 34 and root 36 where there is a reflection 5V arid a transmission

portion 50" of the original SAW w^ve pulse 50* Which is proportional to the acoustic

impedance difference between the two tooth surfaces 29 and 31. it is contemplated

that the reflected SAW pulse 51* propagates in the opposite direction from the

incident wave to strike the interface between' contact-pad 40 and crown surface 29

where a portion of it undergoes modal conversion to a reflected longitudinal wave 51

in contact pad 40 at the same arigie 70 as^the transmitted longitudinal acoustic wave

puls6
!

50; Reflected^ strikes ultrasonic transducer

35 causing an electri^rirhiDCilse which enables measureifient ov the time of flight of

the SAW puise 50 :i
arid ecHo St' from the crown and root interface 39.

After contacting' the interface 39 between the crown 34 and the root 36,

a portion 50" of the SAW wave 50 continues along the surface 31 of the root portion

36 of the tooth 30 until it strikes a point of tooth attachment 65 within the cementum

12
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32 where an echo 51" oMherSAW ^ul5e/50"_is- reflected back towards the probe

head.12.vj.ln the case of periodontal detachment, i.e., a distinguishable pocket ,38 .

formed between the .toothj30 ;an^ the cementum 32 f-;;SAVy. pulse, reflection 51" from

tooth attachment point 65 will strike the interface between crown surface 29 and

contact pad 40 where it will undergo modal conversion to a longitudinal acoustic

wave pulse 51 in contact pad 40. . Longitudinal acoustic wave pulse
;
51 \yill then strike

ultrasonicitransducef 35 and cause an. electrical impulse enabling measurement, of

the time of flight of the SAW pulse 50\ancTreflected pulse 517 from attachment point,

65. The periodontal detachment -depth root,

interface 39 and point of attachment 65 bjejtween rootv36 and support,tissue 32, This

detachmentjdistance can now be calculated.as ^ function of the difference between

the two aforementioned times of flight;of the
;
SAW pulse^/SO^a^ndJhe, reflected SAW

pulses 51* and .
51".

; .
:

. g«x:snu* rUoe-J ?..«r!i hw^v^ d~- o'i-:>\> : —><hi. • • r-

\F\G. 3 shows the^i^terpaLcirp^i^ 9f
r
ttie

;;
housing;;.16 in diagrammatic

form. More particularly* thje
r
piccuj^ programmed .to

periodjcally. initiate ain. electronic puisne ^typiqally J^e^effvon^^ cycles) from

an oscillator 122 through a ga{e .1.23 at either^ ultrasonic

transducer ,35> or, in. a^cl^?
>K(§^ signal^ tjiat incr^?^ its

frequency lineariy wi^ itim^^ time): , RreferajDly, rthe electrical

signal from oscillator 122 is amplified by a power amplifier 124 which propagates

through a matching network ,125 tp ;the ultrasonic transducer, 35 where it is then

. converted to an ultrasonic longitudinal acoustic wave pulse 5C, It is contemplated that

the ultrasonic longitudinal acoustic wave pulse 50 propagates through matching layer

13
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42 and contact pad 40 and to form SAW pulse 50' on the crown surface 29 due to

refraction at the critical angle of incidenceTO;- ^ ^/ ^ \ j .
,

Slightly after the generation of the transmitted signal, ultrasonic

transducer 35 is electrically coupled through an electronic gate 133 to a logarithmic

amplifier 131, a filter 130 and a first input to comparator 132. After reflection from a

point of discontinuity in acoustic impedance along crown surface 29, the SAW pulse

50' will reverse its' direction of propagation and pass thrbtigh the interface between

contact pad 40 and crown 'surface 29 where longitudinal wave 51 is generated and

propagates in a direction toward ultrasonic transducer 35; Ultrasonic transducer 35,

upon being struck by the -reflected longitudinal wave 51, responds by generating an

electrical signal in proportion Id the' a'mpilitude
E

6f the striking longitudinal wave 51

which propagates through el3c36nic^ gdte133,: logarithmic amplifier 131 and filter

130 to the first input to comparator 132. r A second* input tot comparator 132 from a

digitai-to-anaibg converter 134 is designed as a reference voltage ieve! and :s

derived from microcontroller 121. It is contemplated that the comparator 132 will

change its output state if the amplitude of the reflected ultrasonic acoustic wave 51 is

higher than a levei-proportidhbi to the' reference vbitage output by digital-to-analog

converter 134.^ ^ f
: > .-r-ryr

r

1

r r.i o;j - ^'v : <•-
.

-
:

Aft&r iWit^ activation of electronic

gate 123, microcontroller 121 activates an electronic gate 135 enabling a clock

oscillator 136 to drive counter 137 which increments the address of memory 138 at

the frequency of oscillation of the clock oscillator 136. A small delay is implemented

14
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between the. pulsing of-electronic gate. ^123 and activation of electronic gate 135

through OR gate 140 and electronic gate ;133 to allpw any transientsj(typical of initial

excitation of ultrasonic transducer 35) to settle. If the output of comparator 132

changes state at any ^irnerduring an echo reception, period, a digital "1" will be

recorded at the memory location proportional to the time of flight of th$ SAW pulse

50' on surface, of tooth 30. ,~ :V -
, r ^ ; ,*, rs - -

, ^ ,

;
- S V.;: • / ( r\ , t . - .r - U. 'liiOC v_

A gate, array 1 39 compares
:
the address asserteckby- counter 1 37 to a

memory 138 with a reference value stored, in a gate, arpay 139 which ijs. proportional

to the maximum v time allotted fpn a valid echo
(
reception. ,)/Vhen. the address , to

memory 138 from counter 137 matches the afprefnentiqned reference in gate ^array

139, gate 135 will be disabled by thaputpytof gate^rray .lSg throiigf> OR gate 140.

Microcontroller 121 their int^^ ^aph

address location Jpr digital
M
1 sf .j ^Micrqcontrpller 4Z1lfthen ;

as?erts
;

a disable to gate

135 through OR gate 140 and resets counter 137 which. allows another pul.se and

echo cycle to be initiated.

,

r t
, ;

, : fJ
-vno s

-

t vvl^U'iO.?-:, > - % r ^ ...

. : , .
It is

(
envisioned that,^^ incorporated into

a single programmable gate array stored in the instrument housing ,16, hoy^ver,

certain of the above logical components can also be disposed within other elements

. of the instrument 10,- e.g., probe hea^ of the

gate array is initiated by activatipn qf fqotsiwitch 20 apd the oiitput ot the jirray is

displayed on. the electronic display 17 (See Fig. 1)r ; .
. ; / :

.15
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As best illustrated by -the FIG. 1 4 flow diagram, upon depression of

footswitch 20, microcontroller 121 initiates the algorithm starting with the/highest

setting of the analog reference voltage to comparator 132 through digital-to-analog

converter 1 34 and initializaiVibn and activation of an internal timer for an interrupt to

occur after two seconds. Preferably, ; ten cycles are performed. Each cycle is

comprised of an Initial acoustic wave pulse 50 and an aforementioned period of time

for echo Vefceptibn after wfiich microcontroller 121 interrogates* external memory 138

for the presence of digital °1s\ Preferably^eacb external memory location coincides

with a specific timdof flight:
: A first digital "T represents the echo 5V from root and

crown interface 39 and a second represents the echo 51" from tooth surface

attachment point 65. If root and crown interface 39 and point of tooth attachment 65

are coincident; as they would- be in- a healthy 'dental anatomy, there will be onJy one

strong echo:
. ,•.:;-..>-: -..^jf^.;. ' .-..». i

1 "
In eacivcycle; micrbcdritroiler 1 21 Records the addresses of the external

memory locations ' in' Wfiibh^digftal -1 s"
: a

:

re°found in ar
first block of twenty internal

memory locations/ Each two xohsectf represent the two

aforementioned' echoes bf Interest in ^rie oftWeleW cycles?. After completion of the

ten cycles, microcontroller 121 analyzes the twenty locations in the aforementioned

"first blbck ofits internal memofy. TfffteW'm^ time of flight pairs are found,

micrbcbnfroiier 121 assumie's this^ value tb be "proces^d as valid time of flight. Ivonly

one echo
'

-''(within
:;

a
:

predetermined : ^m^ time of flight to a normal

cemenfoenamei junction) is found with five or more :

identical times of flight,

microcontroller 121 assumes this vaiue to be processed as a valid time of flight

16
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indicating no depth pf detachment. The interrupt is. masked while the aforementioned

calculation is being made, ;7 ,/.
; ; ;

^ ^. .r
; -

.
/.

.

.
Microcontroller:!?!. n^aintains;a second single internal pnemory location

separate from the aforementioned. ^twenty, locations where.it stores the longest

calculated time of .flight difference
;
between the echo

; 51' Jfrpm crown and root

interface 39 and echo 51" from point of topth
t
attachment 65., Micro.controll^r.121

compares ;the newest .valid time of flight difference with any prior recording of
,

a valid

time of flight difference in, the aforementioned second>o( its; internaLrpemory Jocatiqn^

and stores the new value in^thjs^ingl9^§rn9iy Iqcatipn qnly if jt .is the, longer of the

•two. If five or more identical times offlighkans not found in terr of the aforementioned

.cycles, .microcontroller.-121, decrementsJhe.anato^^ to the

input of comparator 132 by means of digital-to-analog converter 134 unless, a preset

lowest limit has been reached. If the preset lowest limit has been reached,

microcontroller .121 displays an error pn.cljs^ counters and

resets digital-to-anaiog converter i!34?r°/--t^ tc?-

P

ol,iQ9

footswitch 20. The operator must thennreppsit^ on
r
crpwp surface 29

so as to achieve a bejtter.acous^ - v / .

-
. *s. - , If the

;

ps^se^ loy^s^ reach.ed,
{
the ^c^t^.proceeds

and microcontroller 121, ?naWes,a, tifrjQr integMRt anjd continues the afor^JTientipned

cycling until an internal timer intenwpt pccurs v Aq internal ,tinjer interrupt after about

two (2) seconds of measurement .causes microcontroller 121, to stop the

aforementioned algorithm, calculate the depth of the periodontal detachment 65 as a

47
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function of the longest valid time of flight difference, reset all counters and reset

digital-to-analog, converter, 134 to thq highest level.. Microcontroller 121 then returns

to polling footswitch 20 for another measurement. :̂
>-

: .
- >! . _

-
r

Fig. 5 shows another embodiment :Of the present disclosure wherein a

segmented transducer. 235 is. used as a phased array for beam steering the

transmitted acoustic wave pulses 50. As already stated, irregular curvatures on the

crown surface 29 of the tooth 30 are such that the position of probe head 212 with

crown surface 29 may not always ,be perfectly aligned at the critical angle of

incidence 202 for the aforementioned : modal conversion of the incident longitudinal

acoustic/wave pulse SO.Using.a; segmented transducer 235 as a phased array for

beam steering precludes the necessity for the operator,to slowly rock probe head 1

2

while usingfthe instmm~" A
J. :M:crocoritroller 221; steers* the longitudinal: acoustic wave

50 through :a fraction; of .correction angle 203 centered about critical angle of

incidence 202 at the 6nd of each.ten SAW pulsei and echo cycles. <

As illustrated by Figs, f 5 andri6 f phased array transducers 235 are

preferably driven by switching amplifiers 250 and matching networks 255. More

particuSarty; a* first input terminal of switching amplifiers 250 is connected to reference

voltage sources/250;' When^the^voftage on the second input to switching amplifiers

250 exceeds the : refarence voltage snput by reference voltage sources 260, array

transducers 235 will be driven by electrical pulses from the outputs of switching

amplifiers 250 through matching networks 255. The voltages imparted by reference

voltage sources 260 to switching amplifiers 250 are a range from a minimum to a

18
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maximum in equal increments as best illustrated by Fig.' 71'The correction angle 203

of the' transmitted acoustic wave is controlled' by microcontroller^! by means of its

setting of current flow in an adjustable current source 270 through a digital-to-analog

converter 275. Microcontroller 221 opens a switch 280 when it comes to a point in its

algorithm wherein array 235 is to be actuated. When switch 280 is opened, current

from current source 270 will charge a capacitor 285 conniected to the second input of

each of switching amplifiers 250: *

4

> .-; '

It is contemplated that the voltage output from capacitor: 285 will. be. a

linear ramp 290 over time with the angle 295 being 'determined by the setting of the

current source 270. Amplifiers 250 wilMeach output a;
:
i electrical pulse 296 when the

voltage being impressed by Voltage ramp' 290 on the' second eof the inputs to

switching amplifiers 250 exceeds each of the(reference^olto§es.;298; The-time; delay

297 between' the output pulses ;296 of eadhrof the switchin^ramplifiers 250 and, thus;

the time delay between;excrtati6mof~array efements^235 t is favfiiindtion i>f angle 295.

It is known that the transmitting angle 203 of the acoustic wave pulse 50 is a function

of the delay time 297 between excitatibnlofcarrayir^

•*":
.<

' FIGS*, 8 and* 9 show *a mettrod of discerning an* -aoste afi inqidsncje 231

of a received . wave .and^filfering^the, registration),ot\theijrefeeivfeaswavei in; external

memory 238 as' a function of;-ang1e of(incidence) 231. Incoming^: reflected; wave ;51

strikes array transducers 235 at angler of rncikjepce 231. causing a time delay 234

(See FIG, 9). between, excitation of "feach of array transducers > 235/. f.Gates 215

controlled by microcontroller 221 disable signal transmission to logarithmic amplifier

19
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220 and successive signal conditioning members while array traducers 235 are being

driven to output an initial afcoustic wave pulse transmission. Microcontroller. 221

enables signal reception by 'array transducer elements 235 through gates 215 to

propagate through logarithrtiic amplifiers 220 and filters 222 -to a first: input to

comparators'223. . ^ ^ ^

When the amplitude of the electrical signal of each of array transducers

2I35 exceeds a level proportional to the reference voltage level imparted to the

second input of electronic comparators 223 by digital-to^analog' converter 234, the

outputs of each of electronic comparators 223, respectively, will transition to a high

state.' 'Wh&n the output of anyone of electronic comparators 223 transitions to a high

state, a succeeding edge triggered pulse generator 225 outputs a pulse 226 of

predkermined ' duration^ each of the pulse generators 225 are

cbnnectedto the inpuf of an AND gate 227. v -

:

-If the delay time 234 between electronic pulses 226 from the outputs of

pulse 'generators 225 to the input of AND gate 227 is small enough such that there is

:

a point in time wherein pulse's :226 ate eill in the high state at -the same time, the

output 6f AND gate 227 wil! transition to a
4

high state. {When the output- of AND gate

227 transitions to ithe high Mate,«fedge triggbre^ pulse^gener^tor 229 outputs a pulse

of predetermined duration to the input of etfemahmembry 238 so as to register a

valid reception of a reflected acoustic pulse. If the angle of incidence 231 is outside

of a tolerance within which it could be assumed that acoustic wave pulse 51 is a valid

reflection from tooth surface 34 no registration will be entered in external memory

20
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138. A time delay 234* which results in. pulses 22Q never, being aligned at any one

point in time is a result of^ a, spurius,;j invalid, -reflection due
;
to

t
imperfect acoustic

matching^Mor sidelobes.;;. As a
;
result; the output of AND gate 227 will never change

state and the output of: pulse igeneratQr 229 will never change state and there will be

no registration of the event in external memory 238. The tolerance within which the

angle of incidence 231 is considered valid is a function of the width of pulses 226

generated by pulse generators 225.
:
Mcrocontpller 221 adjusts the voltage

reference level to the first input of comparators 223 so that an algorithm such as the

one described in FIG. 4,can be executed; ;v . ; .v : <:-j
: \; \

,

In- use, th^ electronic microcftntroHej; :l 1 21, 221 initiates a series of

acoustic wave .pulse and,epho eyclesin rapid succession, wjiile theoperator sjpwly

rocks the prober;head 1 2 i(pr the
:
acoustiq

:
>wayeM pulse rbeam :

is : steered -through a

predetermined angle in the case of a phased grray^trai^

contact pad 40 in contact with the target tooth 30. The acoustic wave pulse and echo

cycle time, including the^me^t/flight^^ processing, is

approximately one ^ hundred.jti^ V?Wph?^ake? it
r
po§sible tor.geoerater10 of

the aforementioned cycles cper njilHsecQncj; AWhte rptebof pyqlipg* t^ rocking motipn

of the user (Qr.beamsjteermg) is a qu^siTStatip process,oy§r vytjiph the.microqontroljer

221 tests all -angles withja^ of

the crown surface 29 of mosUeetft< M -
'ic ol r.n:;?-*: ^ :v . ;w vs r,

, : At: one point in th% pocking sequence: (or ^eam steering)^ the critical

angle of incidence 70, 202 will have been established with the largest virtually plane

21
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<

-

area of the crown surface; 29. If the microcontroller 221 detects two sufficiently large

reflections over the longest. time, of flight at.a particular point in the aforementioned

process, it records this as ^periodontal- pocket with a depth. measurement. In. the

case of one large reflection, a healthy tooth anatomy is indicated.

It is envisioned that the compliant contact pad 40 bears against the

matching layer 42 in the probe head at one end and conforms at the other end with

the irregular crown surface 29 to establish, intimate contact for acoustic coupling. The

critical angle of incidence to generate a
}
SAW pulse on the surface 29 of the tooth is

essentially established by the angular relationship between the setting of the

ultrasonic transducer and matching layer 42 in the probe "head 12 and the face of the

probe head 12.

It is further envisioned that the computational algorithm for discerning

the critical angle of incidence includes a fuzzy logic Algorithm. Moreover, it is

contemplated that the present disclosure can also be used to measure an advanced

periodontal condition, i.e., a larger periodontal pocket.

r From :the foregoing and with jeferenpe to the .various figure drawings,

. those, skilled in the art will appreciate that certain modifications can also be made to

the present disclosure without departing from the scope of thereof. For example, it is

envisioned that detection of the reflected SAW pulse can be accomplished by using

the same transducer as both a detector and a transmitter. It is also envisioned that

transmission and detection of the aforementioned acoustic waves can be

accomplished by two or more separate- transmitting and receiving transducers or

22
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transducer arrays. Preferably, the operational frequency of the instrument of the

present disclosure is between 3 arid 25 megahertz. Higher frequencies of operation

allow better lateral resolution
1because therarda of the transducerncan be smaller with

a longer near field, and a smaller angle, of..beam divergence in the far. field, The

higher frequencies will, however, attenuate faster.

It is also contemplated that at the aforementioned rate of cycling

wherein the rocking motion of the user in combination with the microcohtroller and

execution of the fuzzy logic algorithm which tests all anglbs within ah arc,' the

compliant coupling mediunri can include a tedge of a patient's gum. ^' 5 >

While the aforementioned method of signal processing is fast and

economical, it is certainly not the only method. A more conventional method of signal

processing would be to fill a memory with samples from an analog-to-digital converter

at a rate above Shannon's lower limit, i.e., the minimum sampling rate of a digital

system processing analog signal. The sampling rate must be at least twice the

maximum frequency of the highest frequency of signal being processed (or sampled),

after which a DSP (digital signal processing) chip such as the TMS320C30 chip

manufactured by Texas Instrument would do signal processing to retrieve the

relevant echoes. A convolution or correlation operation would provide the ability to

discern the relevant sigrtals.^ If ttie ulirdsdhic trartetfu'&^ a chirp, a

maximum signal to noise power ratio would be achieved as well as optimal

resolution.

.... There have been described and illustrated herein several embodiments

of a non-invasive diagnostic probe which emits and analyzes surface acoustic waves

.23
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to detect and diagnose periodontal disease. While particular, embodiments of the

disclosure have been described, it is not intended that the disclosure be limited

thereto, as it is intended that the disdbsure 'be 'as broad in scope as the art will allow

and that the specification be read likewise!-Therefore, thejabove description should

not be construed as limiting, but* merely as exemplications of preferred

embodiments: Those skilled in the art will envision other modifications within the

scope and spirit of the claims appended heretoV 1
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WHAT & CLAIMED IS: - i< v\ ^; '=',-,- v V r r

1. An -'Ultrasonic probepfor rrieasuring vtbe depth ,of
t

;detachmerjt between a tooth

and the tooth's supportinigjissue, comprising:, ^ ...

a probe ; head haying ultrasonic transducer means for transmitting

acoustic wave and detecting acoustic ;waye guises and a coupling .medium for

communicating acoustic wave pulses between said ultrasonic transducer and the

tooth surface;

means for angularly aligning the transmission of acoustic wave pulses

emanating from said ultrasonic transducer through said coupling medium to obtain an

angle of incidence between the tooth surface and said acoustic wave pulse in said

coupling medium to effect a modal conversion from an incident acoustic wave pulse

in said coupling medium to a surface acoustic wave pulse along the tooth surface

upon refraction of the said incident acoustic wave pulse across a boundary between

said coupling medium in contact with the tooth surface; and

means for measuring the depth of the tooth detachment as a function of

said modal conversion from an incident acoustic wave pulse in said coupling medium

to said surface acoustic wave pulse along the tooth surface upon refraction of said

incident acoustic wave pulse across said boundary between said coupling medium

and the tooth surface.

2. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 1 wherein said measuring means

comprises:

25
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: means for tracking a time lapse from the transmission of said acoustic

wave pulses to the detection of ther reflection of said acoustic wave pulses; and

means for comparing a reference datum to said time lapse to determine

the depth of detachment between the toothSurface and the tooth's supporting tissue.

3. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 2 wherein said reference datum is the

crown and root interface of a tooth.

4. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 1 further comprising means for

displaying the depth of detachment of the tooth surface from the supporting tissue.

5. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 1 wherein said transducer is activated

remdtely; " o a*i?
1

: „ ; :;
• , ,

.

6. An ultrasonic probe acbordimj to claim 1 wherein said" ultrasonic transducer is

segmented
1

to form a phased :array ' to enable detection' of the received angle of

incidence of the-acoustic waver pulse?
s '

:
r v , .

7. An ultrasbnic prbbe iaccording to claim 1 wherein said ultrasonic transducer is

segmented to form a phased array to enable control of said transmitted angle of

' incidence of said acoustic wkve putee such that said tra^nsmitted arigle of incidence is

optimized for the' modal conversion of saici incident acoustic wave pulse to said

surface acoustic wave pulse along the tooth surface.

26
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8. . :Ari ultrasonjc^robe :
accor^ transducer

also enables detection of a received angte. of incidence
t
of the acoustic

{

wave pulse.

9. An i ultrasonic% probe, according to -claim 1 further comprising a compliant

contact member disposed between said probe head and the tooth surface which

enables said probe hegd 1q rock so as to ,establish an optimal angle of incidence

between said probe head and the tooth surface for modal conversion between gn

acoustic wave pulse and a surface acoustic wave pulse upon refraction between said

compliant contact member and the tooth surface,. ,
v >rv , -

:
?

; r a , -
,

10. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 9 further comprising computing means

for repeated testing
:
of

i
appustic ,wave pulse and echo^sjgnajs an^.discerning a point

in said rocking of said probe head wherein a critical angle of incidence is established.

11. n An, ultrasonic probe according to
;
^jajm*10rw^ cpmputing nrieans for

repeated testing of acoustic wave pulsj£,3nd^^ a jDpint in

said rocking of said probe head wherein a critical :a,n.gl^ of; incjd$qpe is est^bli^he^ is

operative automatically and with a speed of cycling, relative to human motion, that

enables all angles of incidence .vyit^ip s,aid50ckjp9
i^ •

: ; ,

,

12. An ultrasonic probg aceordipg.tQjglgjip 3 tte^

for discerning the critical angle of incidence is a 1>uzzy logic algorithrn. .

27
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13. An ultrasonic .probe according to claim 1 further comprising means for

displaying the depth of detachment of a tooth surface from the supporting tissue and

means for recording the depth of detachment of a tooth surface with correlation to a

particular tooths : :
'

14*. 1 An ultrasonic probe for measuring the depth of detachment between a tooth

and the todth ;s supporting tissue, comprising: ^ . : , : : r

a probe head having a phased array ultrasonic transducer means for

transmitting" and steering acoustic wave pulses* and detecting an angle of incidence

of received ultrasonic acoustic wave pulsesi and ; a coupling medium for

communicating said acoustic wave pulses between said, ultrasonic transducer and

the tooth surface; "i - -ic . ^ - , /. ?

v. s^ array ultrasonic transducer

means and said coupling medium in communication with the tooth surface through

said coupling medium to effect modal conversion from an incident acoustic wave

pulse 'at a' critical angle of incidence in said Coupling medium , to a. surface acoustic

wave pulse across a boundary between-1 said coupling medium in contact with said

tooth surface;

*

: means for tracking a tirn6 lapse from the transmission of said acoustic

wave pulses to the detection of the reflections of said acoustic-wave pulses; and

;

:

/ means' fo^^ time lapse for

determining the depth of detachment between the tooth surface and the tooth's

supporting tissue'with reference to a datum. r
-

{
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15. An ultrasonieprobe According to iclaim 14 wherein said reference datum is the

crown and root interface Of a tooth; r
' : n*co s v v -« ...x-v :

'• *\ \- .

16. An ultrasonic probe according to claim 14 further comprising computing

means for repeated testing of acoustic wave pulse and echo signals and discerning a

point in said t>eam steering of tsaid'vphased array transducer means wherein an angle

of incidence for modal conversion to a surface: acoustic waye-pulse is established. •

17. > An ultrasonic probe according to. claim -16 wherein: saki computing nrieafjs .for

repeated testing of acoustic wave pulse andiecho^signaJs and- discerning a. poipt in

said beam steering of said, phased^ array transducer, wherein said angle of incidence

is established is operative automatically and with a speed of cycling, relative to

human motion ^that enables alka^ to be

tested. "
!

• . • .

' .?>.i- r t \:rj r>: r..«'Li??v. o»vV
;
:.:-x. t-.. :

• - ^ » » •«
;
.

lt
.

.

"
v *v .-r v - ."\ 'v;, r "it l'v:-*^7 ; tj !.jb r * rr Jo./? if- ov r-;,/; , c #

- -

18. An ultrasonic probe -accprdipg-to claim -1"^ wherein: the computational algorithm

for discerning said angle of incidence i§;3^zzy ipgip ^gorithm. ^ (rC v c \ :

-
; >

19. A method for measuring the /depth of detachments be}wg
(
enk

: ^ tooth and the

tooth's supporting tissue, cpnipDsjng the steps* pf:^-:*
; c-l-zstzb sri? c> c;

i^>S -q jvwt
.

providing^ prpbe hgad: hayipgcan. ultr^sppjQ transdMcej
(
for transmitting

acoustic wave pulses and detecting.acoustic.wave pulses and g coupling/medium for

communicating said acoustic wave pulses between .said^ultrasonic transducer and

the tooth surface;

: 29
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kli/u^^wi,

angularly aligning said ultrasonic transducer to produce an acoustic

wave pulse in said coupling medium to obtain an angle of incidence between the

tooth surface and said acoustic wave pulse in said coupling medium to effect a modal

conversion from an incident acoustic wave pulse in said coupling medium to a

surface acoustic wave pulse along the tooth surface upon refraction of the said

incident acoustic wave pulse across a boundary between said coupling medium and

the tooth surface; and

measuring the depth of the tooth detachment as a function of said

modal conversion from said incident acoustic wave pulse in said coupling medium to

said surface acoustic wave pulse ^Icng the tooth surface upon refraction of said

incident acoustic wave pulse across said boundary between said coupling medium

and the tooth surface. : ;
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